Identification of informative cooperator herds for progeny testing based on yield deviations.
Several arguments exist for breeding organizations to focus on cooperative herds for progeny testing, but an efficient methodology addressing herd selection strategies is lacking. In this study, a new approach based on yield deviations (YD) to identify the most informative cooperator herds in terms of genetic differentiation was evaluated. Data comprised YD from 717,377 first-lactation cows from 2 regions in East and West Germany calving between January 2003 and January 2008. Daughters were ranked and classified within sire according to their YD for protein yield, fat yield, milk yield, and somatic cell score. Cows in created YD classes were merged with respective herd-calving year (HCY) characteristics. Cows of extreme YD classes (i.e., such classes including the most extreme daughter contributions), belonged to herds characterized by a high HCY production level, a low value for HCY somatic cell count, and a low HCY age at first calving (AFC). Cows with low extremes for YD in protein yield were associated with the lowest HCY production level, a high value for HCY somatic cell count, and a late HCY AFC. Ranks of HCY and ranks of herds considering HCY over the whole analyzed period were calculated by averaging YD percentages within HCY, and within herds, respectively. The YD percentages (in absolute values so that negative and positive daughter contributions were treated equally) were derived from the rank of the YD of a daughter within sire in relation to all daughters of a sire. A further partitioning of ranks of herds into quartiles revealed the following results: herds in the first quartile had the highest average protein yield, the highest intra-herd standard deviation for the national production index, and the lowest AFC. Correlations between herd rankings for different production traits ranged between 0.64 and 0.86, and were 0.65 for West Germany and 0.62 for East Germany between HCY 2006 and the average herd rank of all calving years. Correlations between daughter yield deviations for the highest and the lowest herd quartile of 0.87 for protein yield disproved concerns regarding genotype by environment interaction between test and production environment. The suggested methodology to identify informative cooperator herds is easy to implement, holds for regions with small herd sizes, and thus, may help in implementing sustainable and competitive dairy cattle breeding programs.